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(Comm. by Z. SUETUNA, M.J.A., June 12, 1956)

1. Let u(x) be integrable L (p>l), periodic with period 2r
and let s(x)be the nth partial sum of its Fourier series. Then
S. Izumi 5 proved that if 19 k > 1, > 0 and

u(x + t)-- u(x)’ dx (log 1/t)-( /},

then the series

(1.1) s,,(x)-u(x) l"
converges for almost all x. Concerning %he convergence of Che series
(1.1), S. Izumi [4] and the author [6, 7J have gotten some relaCed
results.

In this paper, we shall prove more general %heorems concerning
he series (1.1), replacing %he parial sum s(x) by the Cesro mean

2. Suppose Chat

c (z rdO),f(z)=E
=0

is an analytic unction of z, regular 2or ]z I-r<1 and its boundary
function is f(e). Then we say Cha) f(z) belongs to the "complex"
class Lip (, fl, p) i it satisfies

[f’(rd)[ -O((1 r)-+

Throughout his paper we use he following notation:

c,e’’,
0

I A: s(0), for -1,

t,(O)=nc,d",
6-1Z An_ 

where

A-(n+),.., n
n F(+ 1)"

Then we have (O)-n{a(O)-r_()}={-(O)-(O)}.
Our results may now be stated as follows:

1) Cf. Hardy-Littlewood [2].
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Theorem 1. If f(z) belongs to the class Lip (a, t3, p), then the
series

a(O)--f(e)
converges for almost all O, where 2p:>k>l, =l/k and >l/k or
fl > 1/p + 1/k according as > l/p- 1 or 1/p- 1.

Theorem 2. If f(z) belongs to the class Lip (, t3, p), then the
series

-(o)I
converges for almost all O, where 2pkl, -l/k and >l/k or

1/k + 1/p according as > 1/p or lip.
Theorem 3. If f(z) belongs to the class Lip(,p) i.e. Lip(q,

O, p), then the series

=2 n (log n)
converges for almost all , where 2>p>1, pk>O, la>0, a-l-kcr
and b > 1 or b > 1 + kip according as 8 > 1/p- 1 or 1/p- 1.

Theorem 4. If f(z) belongs to the class Lip (, p), then the series

-g(e)1’ n (log n)-’

converges for almost all O, where 2p>1, p:>k>0, 1>>0, a-l-ka,
and b > 1 or b >1 + kip according as > 1/p or -- 1/p.

3. Let u(O) be a real inegrable function, periodic with period
2r, and let its Fourier series be

ao/2 +, (a, cos nO + b, sin nO).

If we put Co--ao/2, c,--a-ib (n>O), hen

f(z)-, cz
=0

is regular or z l--r<1. It can be proved that if u(0) belongs to
he "real" class Lip (,/, p), that is,

0 t (log. llt)-(f u(O +)-u(O) I" do_
where O< a< 1, 5__:>_0 and p> 1, then f(z) belongs also to the complex
class Lip (a,/, p). So Chat we can easily deduce from above theorems
some analogous heorems for the real function u(O). Hence we need
no state those here.

4. Before preceding to prove Theorem 1, it is convenient to state
a lemma.

Lemma 1. If f(z) belongs to the class Lip (, , p), then

f(re)--f(d) [dO

2) Cf. Hardy-Littlewood [2, 3] and Loo [8].
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If(rd@+))--f(rd)(.2) (f "d)’/’:{t(1-r)- (lOg 1-i-L-)-}’
where 1>0, B0 and

For, the left hand side of (4.1) is less than

which is dominated by he following, using he Minkowski inequality,

)’/ f +(log )-dp}
O {(1- r)(log)-’}.

Thus we get (4.1). The le2t hand side o2 (4.2) is dominated by

,r ro+t d/
J

K t’/’’+1/" lf’(r’)l’dx d Kt(1- r)-’+ lo

whieh is the righ side of (t.2).
We are now in osition 1o prove Theorem 1. We have

E n ()-f() z: [f(z)-f(e’)]/(1
a(t)H(t), say.

Le h--l-r, hen by Che Hausdorff-Young heorem,

] }/’sin

{f= }K G($+ h)H($ + h)- G($- h)H($- h) d$

{fq f=K H(t+ h)i G(t + h)- G(t-h) Idt + 1G(t- h)I H(t+ h)

H(t- h) dr} K + J2(O)}, say.

First we consider he case >1/p-1. We have, by Lemma 1,

1

3) We denote by K an absolute constant, which is not necessarily the same in
different occurrences.
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<KhV(1 r)_+(log 1

(4.8) K(1-r)*+*-c*+" log
1

since 1 p(8 + 1)< 0.
We have also

ffJ.(e)geff (H(t + h)- H(t-h) [ dtf=lf(re’(+’-3-f(e’) de

H(t+ h) H(t- h) [ dt If(re+-))-f(re) ["

+ f(re*)--f(e)

K (l-r)-*+* logi lt-hl’l H(t+h)-H(t-h)l’dt

+K(1-r)=(lg 1 r)-’ (1-r)+ dt.

The second term of the right side is less than

K(-r)+*-*+1 og-_;
and the first term

Thus we get

(4.4) J.(O)dOK(1-r)*+-+) log-
1 r-

Using the above estimations and taking h-l-r=/2TM, we get

nV a(O)-f(d) lv’}/’
K2x(*+--,-.

Hence
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l’d8
.] n=lR-l+l

So Chat we have, by the HSlder inequality,

(o)-f(:) go- .(o)-f(:) dO
n=2X--l+l

2/"" o,(O)-f(e’) q dO,
v=2-1+1

where q=p’/} and q’=q/(q--1). Then by (4.5), ghe lasg sum is less

k=l

Thns we ge Theorem i or he ease >I/-I.
Fo he ease =1/-I, we have, igead of (4.8) and (4.4),

,(O)de K(-r)’ og (-, 2).

We can ,hen prove the theorem for the second ease, similarly as in
the proof of he first case.

5. We shall prove Theorem 2. We consider the ease >l/p
only. We have, for this purpose,

(z-reD.
=, (l-z:

Using the Hausdorff-Young theorem,

{n= A{r{(O)r" I"}’/"tCf=lf’(re’<+" l" 1-re’’ -’e dt.

But

ff f f"dO f’(re<+) 1 dt f’(re<+)) dOdt <__ K
t /.ll--re’i’e [(l--r)+ ] _

K[(1-)-e*(lo)-’{f--)-’ d+ -’d}
1-r

K (l-r)-+= log (l-r)*-e, (since 1-p8<0),

< K(I_ r)-,+,+-(log1)-
rr/Using he above and taking l-r- ,2 ,, we get

which corresponds to (4.5). Hence we can prove Theorem 2, similarly
as in the proo of Theorem 1.
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6. We shall now prove Theorem 3. By the same method, we
have, for >l/p-1,

a(O)-f(e’) " ’/"dO
_
K2--).

(n=2X-l+l

Then, by the HSlder inequality,

/n=2X-l+l

K2/"
n=2 -1+1

K2(-).
Hence we have

n-2 n (log n)

since 1--ka--a--0 and b>l. Thus we get Theorem 3 for the case
>1/p-1.

We can also prove the other cases of Theorem 3 and Theorem 4.
7. Here we shall state a corollary.
Theorem 5. Under the same assumption of Theorem 2, the sies

is summable C, 8] for almost all , where A<l/k.
This is the consequence of Theorem 2 and the following lemma

due to H. C. Chow
Lemma 2. If 0<< 1 and [} is a sequence of positive numbers

such that --&+-O(/n) and /n is non-increasing, and if the
series r()]/n is conzergent, then the sies cv" .o is summable

In fact, we have
n]n()]/n ( n’(-))/’ ( ’n()])/k< , a.e.,

since k’(A-1)<-l. Thus we get Theorem 5.
From Theorem 4, we may also get a similar theorem.
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